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Purple Logging
Record, review and export with ease

KEY FEATURES

Frame-accurate browsing 

Record up to 64 audio
tracks per channel 

Multiple audio tracks
displayed 

Keyframe navigation 

Media metadata search 

Switch between live and
recorded feeds 

Export faster than realtime

Resilient hardware

Redundant PSU

Hardware RAID 6 storage
(on 2U+ models)

Mirrored OS drive (RAID 1)

www.suitcasetv.com

PURPLE LOGGING OVERVIEW

Used for regulatory and contractual compliance, Purple Logging facilitates the review 
of logged video, audio and other service data, including subtitles instantaneously. 

Clips can be searched and selected by date and time via the as-run schedule, or by a 
single click on the timeline. Clips can then be exported as MPEGs and copied directly 
to DVD with burnt-in timecode, subtitles and pre-selected audio tracks.

Massive functionality

Able to handle a staggering 64 audio tracks per channel, Purple Logging can record 
IP as well as HD, SDI, ASI and analogue signals. The intuitive UI gives operators a range 
of features including frame accurate browsing to better identify relevant points of 
interest by viewing content frame by frame. 

Users also benefit from a bitrate display which provides a simple means of 
establishing points in the input where data has not been received, and an audio wave 
form. This is ideal for contractual compliance as operators can ensure that audio falls 
within specified paramenters and can ascertain whether there has been any failure in 
the audio track. Multiple audio tracks can also be displayed.

As an added benefit, the source monitor in Purple Logging can be undocked and 
expanded. Provided the user has enough screen space, this can be done without 
concealing the rest of the UI.

Part of a complete media asset lifecycle

Formerly a standalone product, Purple Logging has been incorporated into MediaStor, 
the Suitcase TV media storage solution, and as such, offers massive potential for 
integration with other Suitcase TV products. This gives the customer more control 
over usage rights, so if an operator only needs access to Purple Logging, they will not 
be able to see other features of MediaStor. 

Similarly, export rights can be adjusted so that operators can view certain files but not
export them. Those operators who do have export rights can now burn multiple clips 
on to one DVD and even have the facility to make several copies of the DVD.

Trusted around the world

Purple Logging is currently used by broadcasters big and small to record around 430 
channels worldwide. Over 925,000 hours are logged every 90 days making a grand 
annual total of approximately 3.6 million hours.
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Purple Logging Screenshot 1

Purple Logging Screenshot 2
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